
 

 

Catipilla partners with UK catteries to 

create luxury homes from home 

 

11th August 2020: Catipilla has teamed up with catteries across the UK to create home 

from home surroundings for pampered pussycats. Spaces where cats can sleep, climb, 

play and rest in total comfort while their humans are on holiday.  

 

While most of us won’t be flying to sunnier climes this Summer, the staycation remains a 

popular choice. Whether you opt for self-catering, a hotel or a tent, cat-furiendly 

holidays are rare. But it’s hard to leave a beloved family member behind when we go 

away. And it’s even harder not to feel guilty. 

 

That’s why Catipilla is working with a number of UK catteries to create spaces where 

cats can be cats – and enjoy their own vacation. Catipilla Cat Scratchers, Resting Points 

and Climbers all help to keep our feline friends stimulated, relaxed and happy, and 

ensure they enjoy a stress=free stay. 

 

Catnappery in Wales use Catipilla Climbers and Resting Points in their 32 cat rooms. Sara 

Meringolo, who runs Catnappery, said, “We’re dedicated to ensuring that treasured 

family felines have an enjoyable and stress free stay with us. We chose Catipilla 

products because they appeal to a cat’s natural instincts. And our guests love them so 

much that many of our customers have bought them for their own homes!” 

 

Catipilla are introducing a ‘try and buy’ offer into many of the catteries they work with. 

Feline guests are provided with their very own Scratching Post on arrival, and can take it 

with them when they leave. Providing a little treat and some important continuity during 

what can be a stressful time. 

 

Order online and keep up to date with new developments at www.catipilla.com.  
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Notes to Editors 
 
About Catipilla  
Now selling into 16 countries, Catipilla products are available online and through the 
UK’s leading pet care business Pets at Home. Catipilla’s range is marketed through 
various global partners including trusted pet nutrition brand IAMS, Etsy, Google and 
Amazon, and is endorsed by the charity International Cat Care. 
 
Founded by experienced entrepreneur, business leader and former NASA engineer 
Andy Sutton, Catipilla brings engineering solutions to improve the health, fitness, well-
being and vitality of cats. Starting with cat climbers and resting points for inside and 
outside the home, the Catipilla range now includes scratchers and accessories that cats 
– and their humans – all love.  
 
For more information, please visit www.catipilla.com. 
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